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Nymbol’s Croodyls
(rhymes with noodles) 

MATERIALS

1 used Fleece Hoody. 
  The furrier the better.
  children’s med. 8-10 is great size.
  women’s xsmall/small good too.
1-2 ping pong balls any color
Scrap leather, vinyl, synthetic (slightly stiff),
Poly-fil l  or wool stuffing
1 old T-shirt
Wire for arm rod 

Tools  
Sewing Machine
Glue (Fabri-tac works best)
X-Acto knife
Scissors
chaulk,pencil, marker
pins

Optional
scrap fabric/old clothes to cut up for embellishment
faux fur, feathers, synthetic hair, yarn, 

PATTERN FOR PUPPET

2.0 Lay fleece sideways with hood in profile.
Draw in lines for head, mouth opening, neck. 
(keep wide enough to put hand and forearm thru.
Draw tummy. If there is a zipper, draw lines inside zipper.
Now add bumps to spine and a tail.
Adjust more material in the front to make up loss in back.
Then decide the total height of puppet 
(trim a few inches off bottom to if needed).

3.0 Draw arms and hands. 
Keep fingers splayed and fat for seam allowance. 
Check tummy line and back seam using pins to create 
new sizing of puppet body. 
Size by placing hand and arm into it. 
Make sure it is roomy and comfortable.

Place hoody in profile (sideways) smooth out wrinkles
pin near lines so it stays flat for stitching.

Notes

links

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k40kKKCGyac
speedystitcher.com  good video
oregonleather.com
mcphersonleather.com
nymbolssecretgarden.com
http://www.npr.org/2011/12/15/143582831/kevin-clash-the-man-behind-sesame-streets-elmo
http://www.michaelcurrydesign.com/
http://www.hensonfoundation.org/
http://vimeo.com/23829594    funny puppets
http://vimeo.com/33991311
http://www.thingumajig.com
http://www.hulu.com/watch/228686/tedtalks-handspring-puppet-company
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHTuXe1rZrQ       beach creatures
www.goblinarts.com
http://www.mckenziesp.com/Eyes-C3246.aspx
http://muppet.wikia.com/wiki/Alternate_Puppetry_Techniques
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4.0 Using smaller Zig zag stitch on sewing machine, 
follow lines starting at neck and head, 
DO NOT SEW MOUTH OPENING!
Sew tummy, rearrange arms and sew spine.

Cut away unwanted fabric, zipper, bottom part of arms,
in between fingers leaving 1/4’ allowance.
Poke fingers through with a chop stick or pencil.

MOUTH

5.0 make template for mouth.
Use a slightly stiffer fabric, vinyl or leather, for inside of 
mouth. Make 2 of these. The extra will be a template and 
stiffner.

8.0 Flip main body and head inside out, 
Put bead of glue on outside of mouth and glue to head. 
Finished sides should be hidden. Sew using zig zag stitch.

6.0 sneak a peak by flipping head inside right to see 
your puppet coming together.

INNER SLEEVE (hardest part)

The inner sleeve separates your arm from the stuffing.
Make the longest tube you can out of an old t-shirt. 
Something that will fit over your arm and hand in a 
sock puppet position

7.0 Fold Tube flat. Fold extra mouth in half and draw on 
top of mouth. Flip. Draw bottom of mouth on other side.

8.0 Cut jaw shape out following line and blend in crook 
of mouth. This doesn’t have to be pretty.
Turn puppet head inside out, glue T-shirt mouth to 
puppet mouth. Keeping them inside out, sew around edge of entire open mouth.
This is the hardest, most crazy part. but when you are done it  is all fun from here.

Stuffy to Puppet Transformation 
the EASY way

1.0 Find stuffy with big head   (2x as big as fist 
approx 5” across and wider mouth(?)
Wash if needed

2.0 Cut circular hole in bottom of bottom   
5”diameter behind legs (Save all pieces of fur!)
Remove stuffing in tummy. Place stuffing in bag for 
later use. Check to see if hand fits in neck. The 
piece you removed from the bottom may be used 
to add width later.

3.0 Cut Mouth in a horizontal line.
Remove stuffing from head and set aside.

Make a pattern for inside mouth 
(A Simple mouth is best) 
Keep stuffing in arms and legs and close up with 
fabric circle to lock in fil l ing. Hand stitch.

Depending on width of neck, may need to cut 
vertical line up back to allow hand and wrist inside.
Check sizing again.
Flip puppet inside out or slice up back to gain 
access to mouth

Sew in leather mouth piece using speedy stitcher.

Make sizing pillows, for inside mouth top and 
bottom. Sew and stuff with fil l ing.
Tack pillows inside mouth using speedy stitcher at  
corners of mouth.
flip inside right. 

4.0 Now add details, teeth, horns, claws 
other fun bits.

Sew back of puppet to close up.
Might need to add extra fur 
or Fabric

5.0 Dress in recycled 
 infant clothes. 

Add arm Rod. see detail.

Play.

4-5 “Sally” was 
once a simple 
stuf fed animal
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10.0 Use heavy Scrap material to cut out stiffners to 
make mouth work easier and give better shape. Rough 
cut and glue internally.
Leave at least 1’ where hinge (fold) is for mouth.

EYE BALLS

Lightly fil l  head with stuffing to get a look at 
head shape.
Cut 2 ping pong balls in half with an x-acto knife. 
Cut next to seam not on it. 
Scrape off any lettering on ball using xacto blade.

  
11.0 Glue half of ball to scrap piece. 

12.0-14.0 Use eyelid template and cut 2 eye lids from 
scrap pieces, glue eyelid to ball and backer. 

15.0 Check eye placement and experiment, mark on 
head and then cut slit or small almond shape for eyes.
Place eye in head and then glue eye in place. Do not 
let glue get on eyeball or eyelids just the backer. 

Put hand inside to push against eyeball and fabric of 
puppet to get strong bond with glue.
Now do them same for 2nd and third eyes.
Take time adjusting angle of eyeball to match original 
before gluing in place.

Soak leather pieces in hot tap water for 30 sec. 
before stitching.

5.0 Use speedy stitcher to sew leather pieces 
together following pattern instructions.

6.0 Mold leather with pinches and folds,
Pay attention to inside of the mouth.
Open and close puppet mouth to double check to 
make sure it works

Use hair dryer to speed up drying leather.

Sew mouth to puppet using speedy stitcher. Do 
this from the inside to hide your seams.

7.0 Make pillows for puppet mouth top and 
bottom. Sew and fill .
Use speedy stitcher to tack pillows in place inside 
mouth.
Hint,...take some stuffing out of limbs, for more 
flexibility and easier movements
especially in wrist and elbow all joints.

8.0 Time for arms and legs, claws, hands, spine
whatever details will make it unique.
Plug limbs sewing scrap fabric using whip stitch so 
stuffing doesn’t fall out.

9.0 paint  inside and exterior of mouth, muzzle, 
beak with acrylic paint.
keep the paint layer thin and watch paint strokes, 
keep them smooth and blob free.

Add Arm rod. 

By now you probably know wether your puppet is 
a boy or a girl. Time to give it a name. Names are 
powerful. It may take a little time for you puppet 
to reveal it’s magical name. Have a stand in ready 
just in case.

Have fun.
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STUFF BODY

Stuff fingers and arms.
Use a chop stick, pencil, wooden spoon handle to 
assist in stuffing
Decide if you want a softer floppy arm or stiff arms 

STUFF HEAD

16.0 option: You can manipulate head shape with 
stitches or small tucks in nose area, eyes, forehead for 
more sculpting
Finish stuffing the rest of puppet body.
Keep it cushiony and light.
Once satisfied with amount of stuffing puppet, sew 
bottom of sleeve to bottom of hoody to permenantly 
contain the stuffing.

Now the fun begins!
 
GIVE IT PERSONALITY
or in other words,,, , , ,  details, details, details.

16.0 Use glue or hand stitch
Add hair, fur, claws, tongue,  clothes 
fun really begins and personality comes out

paint iris on eyeballs
clear coat 

ARM ROD

Make arm rod using wire coat hanger or other stiff 
wire.  approx. 20” in length. Make a loop at both ends 
of rod. Cut small opeing in one hand of puppet to slip 
loop inside. Hand stitch closed. 

PLAY PLAY PLAY!
TAKE PHOTO and send to us!
Nymbolssecretgarden@whidbey.com

NOTES

Stuffy to Puppet Transformation 
the Not so Easy way

1.0 Find inspirational stuffy with big head. The bigger 
the better.
Wash if needed

2.0 cut circular hole in bottom of bottom   5”diameter 
behind legs

(Save all pieces of fur)!
remove stuffing in tummy  place stuffing in bag for later 
use.

Decide on  mouth, snout or beak
For this example we go with Snout.
Cut out area for snout.

Remove stuffing to head set aside stuffing
Keep stuffing in arms and legs  later we will close them 
up w/ fabric circle to lock in fil l ing.

sketch, draw, cut, paste, whatever way you can to visual-
ize what you want.

3.0 Cut out pattern pieces in paper, (we love paper 
bags) tape together into 3d form 

Hold up to stuffy for sizing, adjust pattern size as 
needed, Don’t forget stitching margin. 

4.0 Tape pattern to backside of leather, use x-acto 
knife to cut leather. Use a sharp blade. 

Depending on width of neck, may need to cut vertical 
line to allow hand and wrist inside.
Place hand inside, check out sizing for hand and fore-
arm.

Adjust to your size
space to draw when your bored
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Stuffy to Puppet 
Pattern Pieces

Stuffy to Puppet 
Pattern Pieces

puppeteeringpuppeteering
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